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Abstract
As originally defined by Hudson et al. (1985), Coosa was a 16th-century chiefdom extending
from southeastern Tennessee into eastern Alabama. An important component in the construction of
Coosa as a paramount chiefdom is the identification of a Napochie village at the Audubon Acres
Site (40HA84) in Chattanooga An overview of the results of research and looting at this and other
local sites where 16th-century Spanish artifacts have been recovered is applied to the Coosa
question.
Introduction
The identification and definition of the 16th-century paramount chiefdom of Coosa by Charles
Hudson and his colleagues (DePratter et al. 1985; Hudson et al. 1985; Hudson 1988; Hudson et
al. 1987; Hudson et al. 1994) has had a pronounced effect on the research activities and conceptual
frameworks of numerous archaeologists in the Southeast (e.g., Anderson 1994; Humpf 1992).
The Coosa question has also sparked serious criticism (Boyd and Schroedl 1987), some of it quite
rancorous and even borderline psychotic, which apparently seems to go with the territory
whenever the specter of Hernando de Soto is raised (Henige 1994). Coosa has also forced
researchers to consider seriously what the archaeological correlates of a chiefdom might, or might
not, consist of, as seen in the present symposium. Except for the rancor and psychosis, this has all
been to the good, for in defining, supporting, or opposing the Coosa polity as an archaeological
reality, many of us have been given something to hang our research hats on. In the words of
Hudson, DePratter, Smith and Anderson, their intent was "to provoke discussion, debate, and
perhaps even new research" (1994: 719), and in this they have succeeded.
In defining Coosa, a critical Hudsonian argument revolves around the identification of two
Napochie villages near Chattanooga, Tennessee. Using a "best fit" approach for identifying the
extant sites that are reasonable Napochie candidates, as indicated by documentary descriptions
along with the presence of appropriate historic materials, Hudson and his colleagues believe the
Audubon Acres Site (40HA84) and the Citico Site (40HA65) are the most likely suspects.
According to an account by a priest accompanying the Luna expedition in 1560, the former village
was attacked and burned by a combined force of Coosa warriors and a contingent of Luna soldiers
(Priestly 1928). This same site has since the 1970s been a fertile and productive one for legions of
Chattanooga's looters. According to one source, 40HA84 was known far and wide in the relic
hunting community as "the gorget site" due to the high number of shell gorgets, predominately
Citico style and shell masks, removed from Native American burials (Evans et al. 1981:63).
Marvin Smith has interviewed some of these looters and has even managed to photograph 16thcentury artifacts that were supposedly found there: a faceted chevron bead and several small bar
iron "celts" (personal communication). Thus, the stage was set for research carried out over the last
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three summers as part of a UTC archaeological field school that was aimed at uncovering
prehistoric-historic remains from the north end of this site, in an area that been looted in only a
cursory manner, presumably due to the lack of burials.
The Audubon Acres Site
The site is located adjacent to South Chickamauga Creek, about 20 miles from where it empties
into the Tennessee River (Figure 1). This area is part of the South Chickamauga Creek Watershed
in the Ridge and Valley Province. The soils immediately adjacent to South Chickamauga Creek at
40HA84 consist of Newark silt loam and Whitwell loam; although acidic, both are suitable for
farming (Jackson 1982). The northern portion of the site excavated by UTC conforms to Fullerton
cherty silt loam, which is well drained, gently sloping cherty soil. It is low in natural fertility and
organic matter content, and is strongly acidic. The subsoil for this horizon is red cherty clay that in
some areas contains more than 35% fragments of chert (Jackson 1982:21-22).
Erroneously referred to in a romantic account of the site as "Little Owl Village" (Walker 1931),
this non-Cherokee site was excavated using small crews (usually a dozen or so part time and full
time students) under the direction of the senior author for three five-week sessions. The first field
season was supported with a small UTC Faculty Research Grant; thereafter, expenses were borne
out-of-pocket by the director. As a consequence, research results have been slow in coming
(Honerkamp 1995). Other than looting, a limited survey and testing program was carried out by
Raymond Evans, Victor Hood, and Lauretta Lautzenheizer in 1981, but the resulting report was
flawed (see Honerkamp 1995:1, 4-5), and the artifacts have disappeared. Based on the nowmissing artifacts recovered from excavations plus interviews with relic collectors, Evans et al.
conclude that the site is predominantly of a late Dallas attribution. The placement and extent of
looting holes, along with claims of large numbers of looted whole pots (estimated at 100 to 200)
and shell beads and gorgets, indicate that the central village area contained a large numbers of
burials. Looted historic material "...clearly demonstrates that the chronological placement of the
main occupation of the site is sixteenth century, and that the inhabitants of the site were in
participation with the mainstream of early European (Spanish) contact..." (Evans et al. 1981:67).
The historic artifacts attributed to the site consists of eight iron celts, several iron "awls," and the
chevron bead (1981:66).
To date the UTC excavation program has completed a total of 22 squares, measuring 2 x 2m
each, as shown in Figure 2. Each square was screened to sterile using 1/4-inch mesh. The portion
of 40HA84 investigated by the UTC field school has a shallow, artifact-bearing plow zone (Zone
1, often no more than 20 cm deep) over a sterile red cherty clay matrix (Zone 2) containing the
bottom portions of prehistoric features. This soil sequence conforms to the Fullerton cherty silt
loam described previously. Numerous plow scars were also noted in the underlying sterile clay,
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Figure 2. Plan of Excavations at 40HA84:
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attesting to decades of modern farming activities at the site. The plow zone was excavated in
arbitrary 10 cm levels.
A total of 55 postholes (including four large central postholes around a molded clay hearth),
three infant burial pits, numerous miscellaneous pits, and dozens of plow scars were recorded at
the site. Plow scars took the form of irregular linear features extending a few centimeters into the
Zone 2 reddish clay underlying the dark gray-brown plow zone. Unfortunately the constant
plowing in historic times had reduced the visibility of features to the vanishing point unless they
extended into Zone 2, but even so, architectural elements of a rectangular structure with a central
hearth and internal partitions are discernible (Figure 3). Plowing also affected artifact size: the
mean sherd weight for the plow zone is 1.65g, but for the combined features it is 2.23g.
The burial pits were largely devoid of human remains, thanks to the highly acidic soils and the
fact that one pit had been disturbed by looters. Several fragments of human deciduous teeth were
found in one pit. Intentionally deposited mortuary goods consisted only of two triangular projectile
points found in one of the graves just beneath a backfilled looters pit. Schroedl (1986:191) and
Sullivan (1987:23-24) report that burials rarely appear in winter houses at the Chota-Tanasee and
Ledford Island sites, respectively, but that when they do occur they are for infants and children.
This apparently holds true at Audubon Acres.
In all, 68,287 artifacts were recovered in the nearly 88 square meters of area excavated;
58,271, or 85%, consisted of daub fragments (see Table 1), which is a pretty fair indication that a
structure was present. Shell-tempered ceramics accounted for 78% of the total recovered from
features. The presence of 790 fragments of limestone-, quartz-, sand-, and grit -tempered wares,
along with Archaic projectile points, indicates the multicomponent nature of the site as well as the
Waring blender effect of the plow. Intrusive postholes are also indicative of previous occupations,
although no purely pre-Mississippian features were identified. Of particular interest was the
recovery from the interior of the structure (presumably in a low spot in the floor) of a partial grittempered pot with bifurcated lug handles (Figure 4). This dark burnished ware possesses a Dallas
form but not a common temper for this region. Echoing earlier speculations about the north
Georgia/southern Tennessee region as a transitional area, Lawrence Alexander (personal
communication) refers to this as an example of "Dallamar," reflecting a hybrid Dallas/Lamar
process, a kind of ceramic Uktina. The presence of small numbers of shell tempered sherds of fine
line incised and punctated, curvilinear complicated stamped, and a filleted rim indicate a late Dallas
or protohistoric presence, although closely dating the "late" occupation at this site is tenuous thanks
to the minuscule size of the sherds and the poorly developed ceramic chronologies for the
Chattanooga region.
Most of the recovered whole and partial points fall under the category referred to as Late
Mississippi Triangular (Kneberg 1956:85) and Dallas Excurvate Triangular (Lewis and Kneberg
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Figure 4. Bifercated Lug Handled Partial Pot from the Interior Wall of the Structure.
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1946:116). Also present is a Hamilton point (Lewis and Kneberg 1946:110-117), apparently with
a reworked base (Figure 5). All of these types are attributed to the Late Mississippian period in
Fast Tennessee, although the Hamilton is also found in Late Woodland contexts. Archaic stemmed
points are present in the lithic assemblage as well.
Possible 16th-century artifacts from this site consist of three ceramic beads fired to stoneware
hardness and 6 earthenware ceramic beads, one of which is lacking a hole (Figure 6). One of the
"stoneware" beads was associated with the fill of a posthole, while earthenware bead was found in
the shallow rectangular pit north of the structure; the rest were recovered from the plow zone.
Marvin Smith (personal communication) reports that the earthenware ceramic beads have been
found in mid-16th-century contexts in north Georgia, and Guthie and Bristline (1981:118) mention
ceramic beads from Dallas phase occupations at Tomalley. According to Smith, the stoneware
beads are of unknown origin ( if Smith can't identify them it means they shouldn't even exist), and
thus they offer no chronological aid at all for dating the site. Two lead musketballs (.39 and .35
caliber) were also found in the plowzone, but they too are undatable.
What emerges from this small excavation window at Audubon Acres is a roughly rectangular
winter structure, just over 6 by 7 meters, containing four support posts arranged equidistantly
around a baked clay hearth. Interior partitions and infant burials are present. The structure seems to
have been built and burned without experiencing successive rebuilding phases. Architectural
features suggestive of Late Dallas/Mouse Creek period, along with the presence of relatively "late"
ceramic and lithic artifacts, looted Spanish artifacts, and possible 16th-century beads are all
attributes that can support, albeit weakly at this point, the identification of 40HA84 as a 16thcentury contact site, possibly even the Napochie village proposed by Hudson. Hence, our research
has provided a first test of Napochie hypothesis, and has not ruled it out.
Citico
Two other sites in Chattanooga are reputed to contain evidence of Spanish-Indian contact. The
first is the Citico Site (40HA65), which has been suggested by Hudson et al. (1985) as the second
Napochie village visited by the combined Coosa-Loona force. James Hatch has compiled a
chequered history of the "excavations" and ultimate destruction of this Dallas period mound center
(1976; see also Honerkamp 1990a). In the appendices of his Citico publication he lists the
materials in the collections made by C.B. Moore, W.E. Meyer, and several area relic collectors
(1976:97-101). The contact period material consists only of two brass disks, an illustrated "iron"
celt that is apparently copper, and an "iron" arrowhead that may also be nonferrous; Hatch
parenthetically notes "sic" after each of these last two artifact identifications. Since the brass disc
might easily be copper, there may be no 16th-century material at all from this site. Nor will there be
any forthcoming in the foreseeable future: survey and testing results have failed to produce any
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Figure 5. Lithic Artifacts. Top, left—partial Maples/McIntire (FS 100); middle—reworked
unidentified stemmed point (FS 96); right—spike biface (FS 96). Center--Late Mississippi
Triangular/Dallas Excurvate Triangular (FS 52, 52, 82, 90). Bottom, left to right--reworked
Hamilton Incurvate (FS 2); Late Mississippi Triangular/Dallas Excurvate Triangular (FS 5, 36,
36); reworked unidentified point tip (FS 22).
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Figure 6. Bemis from 40HA84. Top, left to right, 3 stoneware ceramic, 1 earthenware ceramic.
Bottom, earthenware ceramic (far right is without a center hole).
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significant remains in the former mound area (Council 1991; Honerkamp 1990b; Honerkamp et al.
1989), although utility trenching east of the main site cut into a burial (Evans and Smith 1988).
While the site's location adjacent to the Tennessee River and MacClellan Island are in keeping with
the documented second Napochie village description, the lack of historic artifacts is problematic.
Hampton Place
Finally, another Chattanooga site is possibly even more enigmatic then Citico, thanks to the
impact of looting and urban development, and also to the inadequate dissemination of the
archaeological research that has occurred at the site since 1982. Moccasin Bend is a National
Historic Landmark site that has produced more heat than light. Adjacent to a sharp bend in the
Tennessee River, the Landmark consists of approximately 1000 acres. Over 20 archaeological sites
are recorded in the state site file, representing Early Archaic through 19th century Cherokee
aboriginal components along with numerous Civil War period sites and one mid-19th century
domestic occupation (Moore and Fielder 1992; Alexander and Council 1994). Due to the presence
of mounds, Clarence B. Moore was inexorably drawn to the Bend in 1915, and relic collecting
was enhanced thereafter by extensive clearing and plowing activities over much of the Bend. One
site, Hampton Place (40HA146) became the focus of sustained looting in the 1970s and 1980s.
Currently the Landmark evokes intense and fierce emotions by local Native Americans,
developers, would-be site managers, the city and state landowners, and the public. A proposal to
place an outdoor drama amphitheater within the Landmark boundaries was met with a firestorm of
protest and acrimony, causing the sponsor to drop the project. In this atmosphere both looting and
archaeological research have come to a standstill on the Bend.
Other than J.B. Graham's limited salvage excavations on the extreme southern edge of the
Bend in 1964, no sustained archaeological research occurred until 1982, when the Chattanooga
Regional Anthropological Association (CRAA) conducted test excavations on a contact period
house site at 40HA146. This was followed by survey and testing on portions of the Bend in 1983
and 1990. The results of this research appears in two versions: a draft report that contains figures
and photographs (McCollough and Bass 1983) and a final report that does not (McCollough and
Bass 1986). The research value of both reports is considerably reduced for archaeologists in that
the former is unavailable, while the more widely distributed latter manuscript is a text-only version.
No explanation is presented for why an archaeological report would be released for distribution
and sale that is devoid of artifact photos and excavation maps.
In both reports, much is made of the large quantity of historic artifacts that are attributed to the
Hampton Place Site by Moore and by various unidentified looters interviewed by Raymond Evans.
Table 2 lists the historic material gleaned from Moore (1915); Smith (1987) and Waselkov (1989)
reference this same material. Moore's list is doubled in frequency and variety when the loot from
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relic collectors is added, but it is difficult to evaluate the reliability of loot, which in any event is not
illustrated. Even without Evans' suspect additions, however, Moore's list is an impressive one.
By contrast, modern excavations have produced a small number of Spanish items. McCollough
and Bass describe the excavation of a Hampton Place wattle and daub structure containing a
puddled clay hearth, a central roof support posthole, a line of wall daub, a standing wall post, and
a thick lens of roof fall (McCollough and Bass 1983:53-54). The wall post produced a radiocarbon
date of 385± 90 years BP, or AD 1565, while a fallen roof timber was 520-± 90 years BP, or AD
1430 (McCollough and Bass 1986:125). The apparent discrepancy that arises from the roof dating
more than 100 years earlier than the wall post is not discussed. Portions of several shell tempered
bowls, a milling stone, pitted cobbles, and numerous triangular projectile points were recovered
beneath the roof fall. An apparent cache of historic materials was also recovered from the house
floor. a folded brass ring, a tubular brass bead, a brass button or button back with a central
perforation, and a blue glass bead; two additional blue glass beads were discovered in nearby
looter's pits (Figure 7). Lawrence Alexander (personal communication) reports that the 1990-91
excavations at the Hampton Place Site produced a brass bead. A recent attempt by the authors to
locate and photograph these particular artifacts in the various locations where the CRAA Moccasin
Bend assemblages are stored proved unsuccessful.
Besides the partially excavated structure noted above, 40HA146 apparently consists of a
palisade village site of several dozen (mostly looted) structures. Unfortunately, ceramic sequences
in the Chattanooga region are so poorly developed that even if the houses had not been looted it
would be extremely difficult to determine if they were contemporaneous with each other or the
palisade. Besides, Moore's list and CRAA's own survey data indicate the presence of earlier
Mississippian components at the site. While the excavated structure dates to a period consistent
with Mouse Creek, the definition of Mouse Creek settlement patterning at Hampton Place
(McCollough and Bass 1983:131-138) suffers from an absence of basic chronological control.
Waxing eloquent, other, more tenuous proposals are also offered. Combining limited testing
data with interpretation of patterns of mapped looting holes that are assumed to correspond to
contemporaneous individual structures at Hampton Place results in the definition of a highly
nucleated and pallisaded paired town settlement (with concomitant "moiety sociopolitical
structure"), each with a plaza and big house (McCollough and Bass 1986:84-85); at the same time,
isolated Mouse Creek structures are also evident on the Bend (Graham 1964). And based primarily
on the strength of the admittedly impressive quantity of historic materials reported by Moore, this
site is assumed to be a "preeminent" Mouse Creek settlement that "exerted considerable hegemony
over other Mouse Creek phase sites" (McCollough and Bass 1983:140). The the suggestion is also
made that 40HA146 is actually Chiaha, Coosa, and/or the Rosetta Stone of late prehistoric and
protohistoric southeastern archaeology. Such claims are the currency of archaeological debate, but
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Figure 7. Brass Artifacts and Glass Beads, 40HA146
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they need to be subject to the free enterprise of peer review found in the marketplace of ideas that
abounds at SEAC and in other professional meetings and publications. Rosetta Stones aside,
McCollough and Bass raise interesting questions about the definition of Mouse Creek sites in
Chattanooga, and they are puzzled, as we are, about what all this Spanish stuff was doing at
Moccasin Bend.
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Table 2. Historic Artifacts from Hampton Place, 40HA164 (from Moore
1915:363-368).
Burial

Material

5

3 tubular brass beads
disc of brass

6

iron celt
1 tubular brass bead
glass beads
2 tubular brass beads

9

1 tubular bead of sheet brass
4 brass discs

10

iron knife

11

2 sheet brass armlets
5 bracelets of iron

17

iron or steel knife

23

boss of sheet brass
glass beads

25

2 brass armlets

26

disc of sheet brass
glass beads

28

2 brass or copper discs

29

glass beads
bracelet of sheet brass

31

disc of sheet brass
blade of iron or steel
small, triangular pendant of sheet brass-found on surface

